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When designing a usability evaluation, choices must be made regarding methods and

techniques for data collection and analysis. Mobile guides raise new concerns and

challenges to established usability evaluation approaches. Not only are they typically

closely related to objects and activities in the user’s immediate surroundings, they are often

used while the user is ambulating. This paper presents results from an extensive, multi-

method evaluation of a mobile guide designed to support the use of public transport in

Melbourne, Australia. In evaluating the guide, we applied four different techniques; field-

evaluation, laboratory evaluation, heuristic walkthrough and rapid reflection. This paper

describes these four approaches and their respective outcomes, and discusses their relative

strengths and weaknesses for evaluating the usability of mobile guides.

1. Introduction

Mobile guides constitute a special class of mobile computer

systems. Usually mobile guides are closely related to the

user’s physical location and objects in the user’s immediate

surroundings (Cheverst et al. 2000, Chincholle et al. 2002,

Reid 2002, Schmidt-Belz et al. 2003, Umlauft et al. 2003).

Also, they are often used while the user is ambulating,

moving from one physical location to another. These

properties make the design and evaluation of mobile guides

challenging for human – computer interaction (HCI) re-

searchers and practitioners.

The design of mobile guides has received considerable

attention over the last decade (Abowd et al. 1996, Cheverst

et al. 2000, Cheverst et al. 2002, Pospischil et al. 2002,

Fithian et al. 2003). When authors consider the design of

mobile guides, they also frequently report the results of

evaluations. The reported usability evaluations involve the

use of a wide range of methods and techniques borrowed

from usability research into ‘desk bound’ computers and

their use, then adapted to fit the special needs, opportu-

nities and limitations of mobile guides. This includes, for

example, formal and informal product presentations

combined with questionnaires, expert evaluations (Andrade

et al. 2002, Po et al. 2004), controlled laboratory experi-

ments (Bohnenberger et al. 2002, Chincholle et al. 2002,

Iacucci et al. 2004) and a variety of use studies in realistic

field settings including direct observation of use (Cheverst

et al. 2002, Schmidt-Belz and Poslad 2003, Laakso et al.

2003), indirect observation of use (Bornträger et al. 2003),

field questionnaires (Rocchi et al. 2003), and longitudinal

use studies combined with interviews (Kolari and Virtanen

2003, Iacucci et al. 2004). These evaluations all provide

valuable insight into usability and usefulness and typically

inform design refinements and/or inspire new design

concepts. Such research, one hopes, will result in the

development of more useful and usable mobile guides.

However, even though evaluations of mobile guides are

prevalent, little research has been published on the

particular challenges to usability evaluation posed by

mobile guides; how should we evaluate mobile guides,

what methodological challenges do we face, what are the

pros and cons of different usability evaluation approaches?

Exceptions include, for example, Bornträger and Cheverst
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(2003) who consider social and technical problems encoun-

tered during field evaluations of mobile guide systems, and

Kray and Baus (2003) who review and compare nine mobile

guide systems and touch upon the methods and techniques

that were used in their evaluation. Examining the general

literature on mobile HCI does not provide much additional

support, with only a few authors considering different

usability evaluation methods and techniques for mobile

computer systems (e.g. Brewster 2002, Pirhonen et al. 2002,

Kjeldskov and Skov 2003, Kjeldskov and Stage 2004). As a

result of our reluctance to ‘evaluate evaluation’, that is to

understand how the utility of the techniques in our usability

toolkit respond to the challenge of mobile guide evaluation,

no agreed-upon set of usability evaluation methods and

data collection techniques exist for mobile guides and little

knowledge exists as to when and why one should choose

one technique over another. Consequently, researchers and

practitioners are provided with little support in making

informed decisions about which methods and techniques to

select and combine for mobile guide evaluation.

In this paper we report the evaluation of a mobile guide,

following four different approaches: field-evaluation, la-

boratory evaluation, heuristic walkthrough and rapid

reflection. The paper describes these four approaches,

presents their respective outcomes and discusses their

relative strengths and weaknesses from the perspective of

the challenges of mobile guide evaluation.

In the next section, we present and discuss related

research on evaluating the usability of mobile computer

systems emphasising the special challenges related to the

evaluation of mobile guides. Then we briefly describe a

project in which we designed and implemented a mobile

guide and evaluated it through four independent usability

studies. Each of these usability studies are described in

detail, followed by a comparison and discussion of the

findings. Finally, we conclude with a number of recom-

mendations for usability evaluation of mobile guides and

present avenues for further research.

2. Choosing appropriate evaluation techniques

Usability evaluation has proven to be an invaluable tool for

ensuring the quality of computerised systems. Usability

evaluation of stationary computer systems is an established

discipline within human – computer interaction with widely

acknowledged techniques and methods (e.g. Nielsen 1993,

Rubin 1994, Dumas and Reddish 1999). This is comple-

mented by a growing number of attempts to ‘evaluate

evaluation’, empirical evaluations of the relative strengths

and weaknesses of the different approaches and techniques,

under different circumstances (e.g. Bailey et al. 1992, Karat

et al. 1992, Henderson et al. 1995, Molich et al. 1998). So

far, this kind of research is only beginning to emerge in

relation to the evaluation of mobile computer systems.

Mobile guides take many of the well-known method-

ological challenges of evaluating the usability of both

stationary and mobile computer systems to an extreme.

Users of mobile guides are ambulatory, typically highly

mobile during their interaction with the system, and are

situated in a dynamic and often unknown use setting (e.g.

Makimoto and Manners 1997, Schmidt-Belz et al. 2003,

Tamminen et al. 2003, Vetere et al. 2003). Furthermore, the

information presented to the users of mobile guides is

closely related or indexed to their physical location, objects

in their immediate surroundings and to their present as well

as planned activities (e.g. Chincholle et al. 2002, Pospischil

et al. 2002, Kjeldskov et al. 2003, Kolari et al. 2003, Kray

and Baus 2003). The questions and challenges related to

choosing appropriate techniques for evaluating the usabil-

ity of mobile guides are several. Should the evaluation be

done in the lab or in the field? Should the evaluation be

based on usability experts and/or involve users? How

should the data be analyzed; using a thorough (but time

consuming) qualitative and quantitative analysis or a

‘discount’ approach?

2.1 In-situ or in-vitro?

Since the use of mobile guides is so closely related to the

user’s context, evaluating in the field seems like an

appealing, even indispensable, approach. Indeed most

existing studies of mobile usability apply some type of

field-based approach. Yet, as the relative strengths and

weaknesses of laboratory and field-based methods and

techniques for evaluating mobile devices become better

understood, this assumption is challengeable (Kjeldskov et

al. 2004b, Po et al. 2004). Applying a laboratory-based

approach, evaluations can benefit from experimental

control and high quality data collection. Yet traditional

usability laboratory setups may not adequately simulate the

context surrounding the use of mobile systems. Using a

field-based approach, it may be possible to obtain a higher

level of ‘realism’. However, field-based usability evaluations

are not easy (Nielsen 1998, Brewster 2002) and applying

established evaluation techniques and data collection

instrumentation, such as multi-camera video recording,

think-aloud protocols or shadowing may be difficult in

natural settings (Sawhney and Schmandt 2000). Also, field

evaluations complicate data collection since users are

moving physically in an environment over which we have

little control (Johnson 1998, Petrie et al. 1998) and only

partially comprehend.

2.2 Users, surrogates or experts?

Usability evaluations in both laboratories and in-situ are

problematic for mobile technology because they involve

techniques that assume usage that is relatively fixed; tasks
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that endure over a reasonable period of time and (for

laboratory evaluations) can be de-contextualised easily.

Furthermore, laboratory and field based evaluations

typically involve studying prospective users’ interaction

with the system being evaluated. This can be very time

consuming and hampered by limited access to participants

unfamiliar with the process. As an alternative, usability

research has promoted a tranche of expert-based evaluation

techniques, such as heuristic inspection (Nielsen andMolich

1990) and cognitive walkthrough (Wharton et al. 1994),

which may offer benefits. These techniques typically benefit

from providing evaluators with guidance (in the form of

heuristics or a checklist) for identifying a prioritised list of

usability flaws. However, inspection approaches are often

criticised for finding proportionately fewer problems in

total, and disproportionately more cosmetic problems

(Karat et al. 1992). Further, inspection based approaches

have been accused of context immunity (Po et al. 2004).

2.3 Exhaustive or discount data analysis?

One of the most resource-demanding activities in a usability

evaluation is the analysis of collected empirical data, a

stage vital to lessons learned, and yet difficult and time

consuming to conduct. Whereas there is a strong body of

research within human – computer interaction regarding

the appropriate choices of data collection methods and

techniques, data analysis is vaguely described by many

authors (Nielsen 1993, Preece et al. 1994, Rubin 1994).

Many methods and techniques exist for analyzing the

empirical data from usability evaluations like, for example,

grounded analysis (Strauss and Corbin 1997), video data

analysis (Sanderson and Fisher 1994, Nayak et al. 1995),

cued-recall (Omodei et al. 2002), and expert analysis

(Nielsen and Molich 1990), etc. However, approaches to

instrumenting data analysis are often poorly discussed

(Gray and Saltzman 1998) and the relative value of

applying such exhaustive approaches to the analysis of

usability data is still largely speculative. Of special note, it

seems implicitly assumed by many authors that a thorough

grounded analysis or video analysis with detailed log-files

and transcriptions of usability evaluation sessions is the

gold standard by which evaluation should be judged

(Sanderson and Fisher 1994). However, the balance

between the costs of spending large amounts of time on

video analysis and the value added to the subsequent results

has been questioned (Nielsen 1994) and is an open question

in relation to the evaluation of mobile guides.

3. The TramMate project

Inspired by the challenges discussed above, during 2002

and 2003 we explored the issues surrounding the design and

evaluation of a mobile guide.

We conducted a research project focusing on the

potential of mobile guides for supporting the use of public

transportation in Melbourne, Australia (Kjeldskov et al.

2003). The project was motivated by discussions among

consultants and sales staff of a large IT company regarding

alternatives to the use of cars for travelling in the city to

meetings with clients. In large cities where traffic is often

very dense, travelling by car can be time-consuming,

necessitating much planning. Using Melbourne’s tram-

based public transport would not only have environmental

benefits, but might also be more effective if supported by a

mobile information service providing travellers with

relevant information at the right time and in the right place.

From this study, we identified some key requirements for

a mobile guide supporting the use of the public transporta-

tion system:

. Relating travel information directly to the users’

unfolding schedule of formal and informal appoint-

ments;
. Providing route-planning information for the tram

system based on the user’s current location and time;
. Alerting the users when it is time to commence their

journey in order to make it to the destination in time;
. Providing easy access to key information such as

travel time, walking distance and number of route

changes.

3.1 The prototype system

A functional mobile guide prototype for Melbourne’s tram

system was developed by researchers at the University of

Melbourne’s Department of Geomatics (Smith et al. 2004).

The prototype provided route-planning facilities for the

tram system based on the user’s current location as a

combination of textual instructions and annotated maps,

satisfying some of the requirements described above. One

of the overall screens in the prototype system is shown in

figure 1.

The prototype was designed for an iPAQ handheld

computer equipped with a WAP browser. The device is

connected to the Internet via a GPRS data connection and

acquires its position via GPS. The application was designed

to serve three functional processes with regard to public

transport. These were accessible via the start-up screen.

1. Timetable Lookup: information about the tram

timetable based on the input of stop numbers (origin

and destination) and route numbers. This function

was aimed at regular tram users who are very

familiar with their route of travel. No maps are

available within this section of the system.

2. Plan Trip: information about the whole route

(containing route descriptions and maps) based on
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the input of suburb and street corners of origin and

desired destination. Users were also presented with

an option to enter an arrival time or departure time

for their journey. From each screen within this

function, it was possible to view a visual representa-

tion of the relevant portion of the journey on a map.

3. Determine Route: information about the whole

route (containing route descriptions and maps)

based on the input of the street corner of the

destination and the suburb. The system determined

the user’s origin location via a GPS. Maps were also

available for components of the journey in this

function.

Upon entering all the required inputs, the system computes

a suitable travel plan for using the tram network between

the desired origin and destination. The solution suggested

by the system is optimal in terms of normative data on

journey length (measured in number of stops), and the

timing of tram vehicles. An example of the maps displayed

by the system is shown in figure 2.

4. Comparing the four approaches

In order to investigate the advantages and disadvan-

tages of different techniques for evaluating the usability

of mobile guides, we conducted four different evalua-

tion studies of the mobile guide prototype described above:

1. Field evaluation: exhaustive analysis of user-based

data; data collected in-situ but analysed in-vitro.

2. Laboratory evaluation: exhaustive analysis of user-

based data; data collection and analysis conducted

in-vitro.

3. Heuristic walkthrough: discount collection and

analysis of usability problems by experts; data

collection and analysis conducted in-vitro.

4. Rapid reflection: discount analysis of user-based

data from field and laboratory studies; in-vitro data

analysis. This analysis was done prior to the

exhaustive analysis in studies and 2.

These four techniques illustrate some of the key issues of

choosing an appropriate evaluation technique discussed

Figure 1. Entering a destination into the mobile guide. Figure 2. Map view on the mobile guide.
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earlier. The four evaluations are described in detail in the

following sections.

4.1 Study 1: field evaluation

The field evaluation focused on guide use in realistic

settings. It took place over two days in the city centre of

Melbourne, Australia. The evaluation involved five test

subjects between 21 and 42 years of age similar to the

profile of the participants involved in the earlier user

studies of the TramMate project. The test subjects were all

frequent computer users and had experience with the use of

PDAs and mobile phones. The test subjects were all

familiar with the tram system of Melbourne.

The subjects had to complete four realistic tasks

involving route planning while travelling to appointments

in the city by tram. The tasks were derived from the earlier

user studies in the TramMate project and were piloted prior

to the evaluation, resulting in minor modifications in order

to make them achievable within a feasible timeframe. In

order to solve the tasks, the test subjects had to look up

information available in the mobile guide and then perform

the tasks ‘for real’ (e.g. catching a tram to a specific

destination). An example task is shown below:

You are going to catch a tram from the corner of

Swanston and Queensberry Street in Carlton for a

meeting at the corner of Little Collins and Exhibition

Street in Melbourne. You have to be there in about 30

minutes from now.

Using the plan trip option, find out:

Which tram route(s) to take?

When the first possible tram is departing?

The number of route changes (if any)?

If there is a route change, where to board the second

tram?

Which stop to get off the last tram?

How to get from the last stop to your final destination?

The estimated time of arrival.

Use this information to get to the meeting.

The prototype accessed live timetable information

through a GPRS connection to the Internet. Due to

technical problems with acquiring precise GPS positioning

data in the city area and on the trams, positioning was

simulated by the researchers by inputting predefined spatial

data into the system ‘behind the scenes’ of the evaluation.

Users were not aware of this.

The field evaluation involved four people for each

evaluation session. One test subject used the mobile guide

to solve the tasks. One researcher managed the evaluation

sessions, encouraging the test subjects to think-aloud and

asking questions for clarification similar to a contextual

interview. Another researcher recorded the evaluation

sessions on video switching between close-up views of the

device and overall views of the surroundings. A third

researcher took written notes (figure 3).

The data from the field evaluation was subject to a

detailed grounded analysis (Strauss and Corbin 1997),

producing a list of richly described usability problems. The

problems were rated as critical, serious or cosmetic in

accordance with Molich (2000).

Critical problem

. Recurred across all users.

. Stopped users completing tasks.

Serious problem

. Recurred frequently across users.

. Inhibited/slowed down users completing tasks.

. Users could (eventually) complete tasks.

Cosmetic problem

. Did not recur frequently across users.

. Did not inhibit users severely.

. Users could complete tasks.

The researchers involved in the analysis counted and

grouped problems collaboratively. Then a qualitative

judgment concerning each problem’s severity was made.

For example, the ‘system vs. real world’ problem category

was rated as critical as this problem occurred across all

users and severely impeded the user’s ability to complete

their work. The ‘labelling’ problem was rated as ‘severe’

because it occurred frequently across some users but did

not inhibit completing the task. The ‘social comfort’

problem category was rated as cosmetic because only one

user described this as a problem and it did not inhibit this

user’s task completion noticeably. The time spent on the

field evaluation amounted to 56 person-hours for data

collection and 26 person-hours for data analysis.

4.2 Study 2: laboratory evaluation

The laboratory evaluation focused on use in a controlled

setting. It was conducted in a state-of-the-art usability

laboratory at the University of Melbourne’s Department of

Information Systems. Due to less time required for

logistics, we were able to conduct the laboratory evaluation

in one day.

We intentionally designed the laboratory evaluation to

be similar to the field evaluation in a number of important

ways as this allowed us to compare the results across

techniques. However, some differences were necessary if we

were to ‘play to the strengths’ of each approach. The

laboratory evaluation involved the same number and type

of test subjects and the test subjects had to solve the same

four tasks using the same mobile guide system. However, in
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the laboratory evaluation, the subjects were seated at a

desk, with the mobile guide in their hand rather than being

physically mobile. Also, they did not have to perform the

tasks ‘for real’ as in the field – that is they were not required

to board a tram and take the journey.

The laboratory setting allowed for high-quality audio

and video recordings from multiple perspectives (figure 4).

Three ceiling-mounted cameras captured overall views of

the test subject and test monitor. A fourth camera on a

tripod captured a close-up view of the mobile guide (figure

5). To ensure a good view of the screen and interaction, the

test subjects were asked to hold the device within a limited

physical area indicated on the table.

As in the field, the mobile guide accessed live timetable

information while positioning was simulated. The labora-

tory evaluation involved four people: one test subject and

three researchers; a test monitor or host, encouraging the

test subject to think aloud and asking questions for

clarification; and two data loggers, observing the evalua-

tion through a one-way mirror, respectively. The data from

the laboratory evaluation was analyzed using the same

method as for the field evaluation, resulting in a similar list

of identified usability problems.

The time spent on the laboratory evaluation amounted to

32 person-hours for data collection and 18 person-hours for

data analysis.

4.3 Study 3: heuristic walkthrough

The third evaluation of the mobile guide focused on

usability as perceived by experts in human – computer

interaction. It was conducted in the same laboratory used

for the laboratory study (figure 6) and consisted of a

heuristic walkthrough guided by a set of heuristics

developed specifically for the purpose of this evaluation,

heuristics sensitive to the mobile challenge. For a detailed

description see Vetere et al. (2003).

Four evaluators, all with expertise in HCI and usability,

each independently performed a heuristic walkthrough of

the mobile guide. The evaluators were given the mobile

guide heuristics and a common set of tasks to contextualize

the evaluation, thereby blending aspects of traditional

heuristic evaluation and the cognitive walkthrough. The

tasks were the same as used in the field and laboratory

evaluations.

Each evaluation lasted an average of one and one quarter

hours. First, the evaluators were welcomed by the host (a

representative from the design team), and given the

opportunity to ask questions about the process. The

evaluators then explored the device, without reference to

either the heuristics or the task scenarios. Thereafter, the

evaluators assessed the device against the heuristics and

recorded their observations. Finally, the evaluators worked

through each task, recording further observations against

the heuristics. After all heuristic walkthroughs had been

completed results were collated in a post session workshop,

allowing the evaluators to discuss their identified usability

problems. As in the field and laboratory evaluations, the

mobile guide accessed live timetable information, while

positioning was simulated.

All but one of the evaluators completed all tasks, and all

evaluators addressed the mobile guide heuristics. Addition-

Figure 3. Field evaluation of the mobile guide.
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Figure 4. Laboratory evaluation of the mobile guide.

Figure 5. Close-up of interaction with the mobile guide.
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ally all evaluators drew broadly on their knowledge of

usability, not confining themselves to ‘mobility issues’ or

the mobile guide heuristics alone, and all reflected on the

heuristic walkthrough process itself.

The time spent on the heuristic walkthrough amounted

to ten person-hours in total.

4.4 Study 4: rapid reflection

The fourth study had the purpose of investigating the

potential for reducing the effort spent on data analysis by

applying a ‘rapid reflection’ approach inspired by rapid

ethnography (Millen 2000). The rapid reflection study of

the mobile guide differed somewhat from the other three

studies. Rather than being a completely separate study,

the rapid reflection approach was based on the empirical

data gathered through the field and laboratory evalua-

tions. However, as an alternative to the rather time

consuming grounded analysis of the video data, the rapid

reflection approach applied a pragmatic discussion and

consideration of the collected data by the involved

evaluators. For a detailed description of this study see

Pedell et al. (2003).

The rapid reflection sessions (figure 7) followed immedi-

ately after the field and laboratory evaluations and involved

all participating researchers. On the basis of the observers’

written notes and experiences during the evaluations, the

rapid reflection sessions had the purpose of discussing and

agreeing upon what main themes and usability problems

had emerged on that specific day. Each session was

restricted to one hour.

The rapid reflection session was assisted by an observer,

who was not present during the laboratory or field

evaluations, asking questions for clarification. Further-

more, one of the researchers had the role of writing all

identified usability problems and other issues on a white-

board as they were presented, and keeping an overview of

the discussed usability problems as the session progressed.

After the reflection session, one of the researchers spent

another hour on writing up the contents of the whiteboard

into a richly described list of usability issues, which was

then circulated among the researchers for validation and

comments.

The time spent on the rapid reflection approach

amounted to a total of 14 person-hours for the field data

and eight person-hours for the laboratory data. As the

rapid reflection builds on the data already collected in the

field (study 1) and lab (study 2), respectively, these numbers

should be compared to the 26 and 18 hours spent on the

exhaustive data analysis described above.

Figure 6. Heuristic walkthrough.
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In this paper, we do not compare the outcomes of the

rapid reflection sessions across field and laboratory data.

For a more elaborated discussion on this issue, see Pedell et

al. (2003).

4.5 Analysis

The analysis of data from each of the four approaches

described above focused on identifying and describing

usability problems experienced with the use of the mobile

guide prototype. In the case of the field and laboratory

evaluation, this was done through the use of grounded

analysis (Strauss and Corbin 1997). In the case of the

heuristic walkthrough and the rapid reflection, it was done

through post-evaluation workshops. Two discrete steps

were involved in the comparison of the results across the

four approaches; a compilation of the results and a

comparison of the results across techniques. In order to

ensure that this process was rigorous and that both the

compilation and comparison of results were credible,

dependable and confirmable (Lincoln and Guba 1986) the

following steps were taken.

Firstly, one researcher compiled the results for each of the

four approaches into four lists of identified usability issues.

This researcher was involved in data analysis for the field

and laboratory evaluation, and data collection and analysis

for the rapid reflection and heuristic walkthrough. Thus this

researcher had proximity to the results from each of the four

approaches, a prolonged engagement with the results and

had engaged in persistent observation of the data (Guba and

Lincoln 1989). Following the compilation of the results

from the four different approaches, all participating

researchers were required to revisit the list from each

approach. In this way, the dependability (Guba and Lincoln

1989: 242) of the results for each of the four approaches was

ensured. Secondly, another researcher (who had been

involved in the data collection for the field and laboratory

evaluation and rapid reflection) collaborated with the first

researcher in the compilation of the results for each of the

four approaches into one merged list. This collaboration

involved extended discussions of the identified problems

(member checking) and in the monitoring of the compila-

tion of the results for each of the four approaches

(progressive subjectivity) (Guba and Lincoln 1989). Due

to the experience of the researchers across the four methods

both with data collection and analysis, it was possible to

ensure that the problems compared were on a similar level

of abstraction. In case of different severity ratings of the

same usability issue across techniques, the most severe

rating was used in the merged list. To be able to identify

disparities in severity ratings the original ratings were

preserved as comments to each of the cells in the list.

Figure 7. Rapid Reflection session.
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Finally, the merged list of usability issues was presented and

discussed jointly by the full team of participating research-

ers (the authors of this paper) through a one-hour

workshop. This was done to ensure that the comparisons

across techniques were credible (through member checking

and the involvement of the attendant researchers in the

initial analysis), and dependable and confirmable (through

an audit of the results and comparisons by two researchers).

The resulting list of merged problems is shown in table 1.

In the next section, we present our findings and draw out

some key differences between the four approaches as they

apply to the task of evaluating a mobile guide. Differences

between the approaches that are not germane to mobile

guide evaluation are outside the scope of this paper.

It should be noted that, in presenting our results, we do

not claim statistical power, but rather aim to present a rich,

qualitative overview of the data, drawing out differences

and similarities as they arise. This allows us to draw some

overall conclusions concerning the pros and cons of

different techniques for evaluating the usability of mobile

guides.

5. Findings

Jointly, the four usability studies generated a list of 22

distinct usability problems. Of these 22 problems, a total of

five problems were classified as critical, 11 as serious, and

six as cosmetic (see final column of table 2). Critical

usability problems related to the interaction between the

user/system and the surrounding environment, for instance

the representation of map and textual information in the

system and the way the system required the user to use this

information. Another critical issue was caused by dispa-

rities in the relationship between information presented in

the system and the context in which the user was situated.

Critical problems were typically related to mapping issues

arising from the use of the ‘system in the world’.

The distribution of usability problems across the four

approaches is summarized in table 2.

Regarding problem coverage, any individual technique

identified little more than half of the total problem set

(coincidently, 13 from 22 in each case).

Looking at the critical problems, all techniques identified

four out of five critical problems but no technique identified

all problems. In the case of serious problems, more

variation was observed across the four techniques, with

the identification of between five and seven problems from

a total set of eleven. Again, no single technique was able to

identify all eleven issues, and only the field evaluation

identified more than half of the total number of serious

problems. In the case of cosmetic problems, the rapid

reflection technique was the most effective, identifying four

out of six problems. While missing two of the five cosmetic

problems identified through the video analysis, the rapid

Table 1. Merged problem list.

Critical problems

1 Maps. Issues related to how the user interprets and uses maps in conjunction with the textual information.

2 Navigation. Issues related to problems with navigating through the screens of the system.

3 Information. Issues related to lack of relevance and accuracy of information presented by the system.

4 System vs. World. Issues caused by disparities in the relationship between information in the system and information in the world.

5 Use and usefulness. Issues related to a conception of use broader than usability including overall purpose of the device (e.g. social, lifestyle etc.).

Serious problems

6 Input and affordances. Issues emerging from difficulties with entering data into the system and the affordances offered by the system for doing so.

7 Help and recovery. Issues related to the support lack of offered by the system and its inability to assist the user in recovering from errors.

8 Knowledge about city. Issues related to high requirements for user’s knowledge about the city in which they are interacting with the system.

9 Labelling. Issues caused by poor wording and use of abbreviations within the system.

10 Cognitive Load. Issues related to high requirements for cognitive resources (memory and attention) to be able to use the system.

11 System. Issues caused by technical malfunctions in the prototype system.

12 Interface flexibility. Issues related to lack of support for variation from the predefined path of interaction.

13 Mental model. Issues related to disparities between how the system works and how the users think the system works.

14 User Confidence. Issues related to lack of confidence in using the system or acting according to the information provided by the system.

15 Scope. Issues related to uncertainties regarding what functionalities the system offers to the user.

16 Value. Issues related to users experiencing limited value of the information presented by the system.

Cosmetic problems

17 Efficiency. Issues emerging from users experiencing the system being time consuming and cumbersome to use.

18 Orientation. Issues emerging from lack of information in the system for supporting the user’s orientation in the real world.

19 Readability. Issues related to difficulties with reading small fonts on the screen of the device.

20 Dependency on the System. Issued related to the user being dependant on the system for making decisions.

21 Social comfort. Issues related to how comfortable the user is with using the system in public, with reference to the acceptability of using the

system.

22 Emotional response. Issues causing strong emotional responses from the user while using the system.
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reflection was the only technique that reported the issue of

problems with using the system causing strong emotional

responses from the users. As an interesting aside, it should

be noted that the heuristic walkthrough did not generate

the usual level of ‘cosmetic noise’ that often characterizes

expert evaluations based on general usability heuristics

(Karat et al. 1992). It may be that tailoring the heuristics

(Vetere et al. 2003) to the mobile problem helped reduce

such noise, especially false positives, in the data.

The distribution of problems identified across the four

techniques is illustrated in figure 8.

Figure 8 shows 22 usability problems (each column

represents a specific problem), stratified as critical, serious

or cosmetic, distributed across the four different techni-

ques. A black square shows that a problem was identified

using that technique. A white square indicates that a

problem was not identified using that technique, but was

found using another technique (see table 1 for a brief

description of the problems).

The distribution of problems in figure 8 is discussed

below.

5.1 Critical problems

Three out of the total set of five critical problems were

identified by all techniques, with a further problem

identified by all but the heuristic walkthrough. Though

comparing evaluation approaches is always challenging,

due primarily to the lack of any independently established

problem set, we can be confident that these four critical

problems were indeed present in the evaluated mobile

guide, rather than being false positives. On the other hand,

the distribution of critical problems also indicates that the

identification of critical problems depended little on the

precise circumstances surrounding the deployment of a

specific evaluation approach; it is encouraging that critical

problems generally are uncovered regardless of approach.

It is also noticeable that the field, lab and rapid reflection

studies were consistent in the types of critical problems

identified.

For the identification of the most severe issues in a

mobile guide, discount data analysis appears to be

adequate. The benefits of an exhaustive grounded analysis

may not outweigh the associated costs.

Only one critical usability problem was unique to a

specific approach. This ‘problem’, identified by the heuristic

walkthrough, concerned the general purpose of the guide,

and its alignment with broader lifestyle and use issues not

evident in findings drawn from the other approaches. Issues

raised here included the degree to which users could flexibly

adapt the device to fit lifestyle activity (Vetere et al. 2003).

The critical problem not identified in the heuristic

walkthrough was a problem related to disparities in the

relationship between information in the system, and the

users’ context – the ‘system in the world’ problem referred

to earlier. This problem was adjudged critical in both the

field and rapid reflection studies (which in turn drew on the

data collected in the field), but cosmetic in the laboratory

Table 2. Distribution of the number of usability problems identified using the four different techniques.

Field evaluation Lab evaluation Heuristic walkthrough Rapid reflection Total

Critical 4 4 4 4 5

Serious 7 6 6 5 11

Cosmetic 2 3 3 4 6

Total 13 13 13 13 22

Figure 8. Distribution of usability problems. A black square indicates that a problem was identified using that specific

technique. A white square indicates that a problem was not identified using that specific technique but was found using

another technique.
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study. Given the situated flavour of this problem, the

different severity ratings are not surprising. However, it

does highlight the fact that while contextually related

problems may appear in laboratory settings, they can be

experienced, and described, in very different ways com-

pared to the field.

5.2 Serious problems

The distribution of serious problems shows a more varied

picture across approaches. Of eleven serious problems,

eight were identified by two or more of the techniques, four

were found by three techniques or more, and only one

problem was identified by all techniques. Three serious

problems were uniquely identified by only one technique.

Whereas the critical problems reflected ‘system in the

world’ issues, serious problems were more oriented to

significant usability hurdles: difficulty in entering data into

the system, difficulty in being able to recover from errors

and poor labelling of interface elements. Additionally, the

systems’ implicit assumptions about the users’ existing

knowledge of the city in which the mobile guide was used

also drew attention here. Other serious problems related to

cognitive load demands, e.g. remembering data from one

screen when interacting with another, and lack of flexibility

to deviate from a predefined, by the system, path of

interaction.

Looking at the clustering of problems, it is noticeable

that there is a relatively large overlap between the findings

from the field and laboratory studies. Five out of the total

eleven serious problems were identified in both the

laboratory and the field, with the field identifying only

two additional unique problems and the laboratory only

one further unique problem. The five serious problems

identified in both the laboratory and the field included the

four most prominent; input, recovery and labelling.

Whilst some of the more serious flaws were also

identified by both the heuristic walkthrough and the rapid

reflection, and both of these approaches contributed unique

problems (one in each case), both the heuristic walkthrough

and the rapid reflection missed four and five serious

problems, respectively, from those identified collectively

in the field and in the laboratory.

5.3 Cosmetic problems

The picture is yet more confused when examining cosmetic

problems. None of the cosmetic problems were identified

by all techniques, and only two problems were identified by

three of four approaches.

Looking at the clustering of problems, there was no

overlap between the cosmetic problems found in the field

and in the lab. The field approach drew attention to issues

such as the real-world validity and precision of the data

presented by the system and the ‘social comfort’ (e.g.

whether it felt embarrassing to use the device in a public

setting). In contrast, the laboratory-based approach drew

attention to device-oriented issues, such as the readability

of text and efficiency of looking up information.

Interestingly, the laboratory and the heuristic walk-

through identified the same problem set, with the rapid

reflection sitting somewhere in between, identifying one

unique problem related to the observation, that many users

had a strong emotional response when encountering

problems with the system.

In the next section, we draw out general lessons learned,

especially in relation to the similarities and differences

between the four approaches.

6. Discussion

Figure 9 outlines the overlap between the four approaches,

in terms of the usability problems identified.

There are benefits to be gained from each approach in

relation to the types of usability problems uncovered, but

many strengths are shared by more than one technique. The

cluster in the centre of figure 9 emphasises that many

usability issues related to the representation, accuracy and

structure of the map and textual information provided, and

these issues are captured by all approaches.

All approaches, with the exception of the laboratory

study, identified unique problems. The field evaluation

Figure 9. Schematic overview of the types of usability issues identified in overlaps between the different techniques.
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uniquely identified issues of validity and precision of the

data presented by the device, and the lack of social comfort

when using the device in public. The heuristic walkthrough

uniquely identified issues related to the overall use and

usefulness of the mobile guide, and its flexibility in relation

to different user activities. The rapid reflection approach,

though based on the data from the lab and field studies,

brought forward some issues related to the perceived

relevance of available information and highlighted the

users’ strong emotional responses (ranging from frustration

to sheer outrage!) to the hurdles presented by the design.

Examining the various pair-wise comparisons, it is

interesting to note that the overlap between the laboratory

evaluation and heuristic walkthrough contains basic

usability problems, such as the readability of screen text,

whereas the overlap between the field and laboratory

studies contains the potentially more complex problems of

the assumed extent of users’ prior knowledge and the

cognitive workload demands placed on the user.

Contrasting the laboratory and field studies, two

differences in the problem sets are worthy of note. Whilst

the laboratory problems were reported in great detail (often

related to the artefact per se, for example, mislabelling of

commands), the field study stressed problems of mobile

‘use’ rather than simply device usability, and typically those

problems were expressed in the language of the situation.

For example, spending too long inputting commands was

made urgent through making explicit the pressing demands

of the situation; the user might be stationary, reading the

mobile display, and blocking a footpath in the situation of

use.

The rapid reflection sessions briefly summarized the key

issues from the field and laboratory user studies requiring

considerably fewer person-hours for analysis. Generally,

the problems reported through the rapid reflection were less

specific and the list of problems was not complete

compared to the joint outcome from the video analysis.

On the other hand, the rapid reflection technique allowed

the researchers to focus only on the most severe problems

observed. Identifying four out of five critical problems in

less than half the time required for the video analysis, the

rapid reflection proved to be a very cost-effective usability

analysis technique. This finding is consistent with a similar

comparison done by Kjeldskov et al. (2004a). The

differences between problems reported through rapid

reflection and exhaustive video analysis across the field

and laboratory studies may be due to, among other factors,

the people involved in the analysis having different views of

and proximity to the data. For a more elaborated

discussion of this issue see (Pedell et al. 2003).

Across the four approaches, there is much similarity in

the pictures that emerge of the mobile guide, but there are

many compelling differences. We will now summarise some

general lessons learned.

6.1 In-situ or in-vitro?

The development of electronic mobile guides remains a

rather recent design challenge, and we cannot rely on

established theory or rigorously tested examples of best

practice to guide us. Collecting data in-situ prompted us

with elements of the situation of use that we might have

been ignorant of, or that might have passed un-remarked.

Additionally, being in-situ provoked a very concrete

consideration of how things might be changed; it is easy

to be lazy when discussing the future, speculations

turning from plausible fiction to science fiction. Being

in-situ was our insurance policy against ignorance in the

absence of a refined understanding of what ‘the situation

of use’ was, or might become. For examples of problems

identified in-situ but not in-vitro see table 1, problem 14,

20 and 21.

Until we are able to supplement our meagre under-

standing of mobile use, and unless there are

insurmountable practical or logistical hurdles to accessing

the situation of use, we should continue to collect, at least

as a part of a broader data collection protocol, data in the

field.

6.2 Users, surrogates or experts?

The issue of expert versus user-based evaluation is part of a

more general discourse (for example Dumas and Redish

1999, Nielsen 1994) that we will not cover here. With

respect to mobile guides, a few comments are appropriate.

Due to the relative novelty of mobile guides, and the lack

of a substantial relevant knowledge base, the perceived

‘opinion free’ flavour of user based tests, as compared to

inspection based approaches, might strengthen the usability

argument in the broader software development process. In

contrast, the relative novelty of the mobile guide paradigm

should drive us to ‘test early and often’; we saw some

evidence in our data, though preliminary at best, to suggest

experts are able to overcome the credibility hurdles

involved in early paper-based prototypes more ably than

end-users.

6.3 Exhaustive or discount?

Our activities in the development of mobile guides are

thirsty for foundational concepts and theoretical insight.

The motivation for exhaustive data collection and analysis

extends beyond theory building to practice as it relates to

safety-critical or business-critical applications. We should

continue to champion discount approaches for the fast

cycle, discovery oriented phases of early product devel-

opment, whilst encouraging a concerted effort in building

the theoretical foundations of an applied science of mobile

use.
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7. Concluding comments

Whilst no individual approach to the usability testing and

evaluation of mobile guides can be held to be the definitive

approach, any testing and evaluation is much better than

none at all. The level of agreement amongst the approaches

was both significant and encouraging, but not complete and

multi-method approaches to mobile guide evaluation are

clearly useful, as implied in figure 9.

Mobile guides raise particular if not unique challenges,

including the need to understand the users’ experience of

the ‘system in the world’, establishing and designing for

social comfort and evaluating the compatibility between the

device and broader lifestyle considerations. These particu-

lar challenges provide new reasons to respect the unfolding

nature, and situated character, of the interactions between

people and technology; challenges that, with time, will be

met by advances in our theoretical apparatus, our

methodological toolkit, and our sense of what is and what

is not best practice in relation to the design of mobile

guides.

The transferability of the findings presented in this paper

to the evaluation of other mobile guides requires further

investigation. Drawn from our experiences across four

evaluation methods, we have presented three key issues

pertinent to the selection of evaluation methods, which we

believe are of interest to researchers and practitioners. By

describing each method in detail and comparing the

usability problems identified by each of them, we have

presented a rich insight into the strengths and weaknesses

of each method for evaluating a functional, prototypical

mobile guide. Opportunities exist to attempt to apply these

findings to mobile guides at different levels of fidelity

residing in different contexts.

Regarding the transferability of the usability problems

presented, some of them relate to the specific design of the

evaluated system and may or may not apply to other guide

systems. This includes, for example, some of the cosmetic

problems such as the labelling of interface elements and

readability. However, most of the critical and serious

usability problems identified relate to more general issues,

such as the design of maps, navigation in the system,

relevance of information, the relation between the system

and the real world, etc. These problems, we believe, are

much more universal and will most likely apply to the

usability of mobile guides in general.
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